Height-Adjustment Clips for use with Roman Shades

Kit includes: THREE Shade-Height Clips (shown above)
Accessible cords on certain roman shades pose a strangulation hazard to children because a child can pull
out one of the height-adjustment cords to form a loop or place his or her neck in the length of the cord
between the rings located on the back of the shade. To eliminate this potential hazard, we have removed
all cords from our Roman shades.

New Cordless Construction
In the absence of controlling cords, the adjuster clips included with this product will allow you to
maintain both shade height and also the elegant cascading pleats so indicative of a roman shade.
NOTE:
There are two or three columns of plastic rings located on the rear of the shade (the side facing the
window). The height-adjusting clips are used to capture some or all of these rings in each column
to control the effective height of the shade. Once installed, the clips will hold the shade to the
desired height and can be removed at anytime to make additional height adjustments.
STEP ONE: Attaching the New Clips

Holding the clip as shown, feed the
rod portion of the clip into the
lowermost ring of one of the
columns.

STEP TWO: Attaching the New Clips

Continue to move the clip up along
the column of rings capturing only
the rings adjacent to the horizontal
plastic reinforcement stays (every
other ring) to achieve the desired
shade height. Push each collected
ring on to the rod past the hook of
the clip to secure it to the clip.

STEP THREE: Locking the Installed Clips

Once the shade is raised to the
desired height, turn the clip so that
the open rod end faces down, as
shown in the picture. This will lock
the clip in place and ensure that the
pleats hold.
Repeat the above steps with the
remaining clips on the remaining
columns of rings.

Reposition the Shade (Release
the Clips)
To reposition the shade, simply
unlock each clip by moving it so that
the open rod portion points up. Pull
open the clip so that the hook allows
rings to be released from the clip.
Release some rings or capture
additional rings to set the new
desired shade height and relock the
clip by inverting it as shown in step
THREE.
Questions or Concerns:
As always, if you have any questions or concerns regarding the installation of this cord-free clip
installation kit, please contact our customer service at 1.800.492.1949 or email us
at customerservice@pbteen.com.
Thank you!

